COLONOSCOPY FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF PATIENTS WITH COLORECTAL DISEASE HAS HAD A CHEQUERED HISTORY IN NEW ZEALAND. IN THE 1980S, AS ENDOSCOPIC TECHNOLOGY BECAME MORE ADVANCED AND EQUIPMENT MORE WIDELY AVAILABLE, IT WAS INCREASINGLY ACCEPTED AS THE INVESTIGATION OF CHOICE FOR SYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS, OFTEN THROUGH OPEN ACCESS CLINICS. COLONOSCOPY RATES AND QUALITY OF CLINICAL PRACTICE VARIED WIDELY AROUND THE COUNTRY. THESE ISSUES WERE SUBSEQUENTLY IMPROVED BY THE INTRODUCTION OF TRAINING AND CREDENTIALING STANDARDS. HOWEVER, THE ISSUE OF ADEQUACY OF RESOURCING TO MEET THE NEED FOR SATISFACTORY COLONOSCOPY TRAINING AND SERVICE HAS NEVER BEEN COMPREHENSIVELY ADDRESSED BY THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND HAS BEEN LEFT TO INDIVIDUAL DHBs.

IN ORDER TO IMPROVE CLINICAL REFERRAL FOR THE RELATIVELY SCARCE AND COSTLY RESOURCE OF COLONOSCOPY, NATIONAL CLINICAL GUIDELINES FOR ITS USE IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF SYMPTOMATIC CASES AND FOR THOSE AT INCREASED RISK OF COLORECTAL CANCER (CRC) WERE INTRODUCED IN 2011. THE GUIDELINES WERE LISTED AS CLINICAL PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PATIENTS PRESENTING WITH SYMPTOMS OF CRC AND WERE SPECIFIED TO ONLY APPLY TO PATIENTS REFERRED BY GPs AND NON-GASTROINTESTINAL SPECIALISTS. A FUNDAMENTAL FEATURE OF CLINICAL GUIDELINES IS THAT THEY SHOULD BE EVIDENCE-BASED INDICATORS OF MEDICAL PRACTICE TO ASSIST CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING. THEY ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE MANAGEMENT PROTOCOLS THAT DEFINITIVELY RESTRICT MEDICAL PRACTICE. BECAUSE OF THE SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AN INDIVIDUAL PATIENT, THE CLINICAL JUDGEMENT OF THE TREATING CLINICIAN MUST BE CONSIDERED CAPABLE OF EXPANDING THE CRITERIA FOR ACTIVE INVESTIGATION.

THE NEED FOR COLONOSCOPY CONTINUED TO GROW; REASONS FOR THIS INCLUDED: AN INCREASING AND AGEING POPULATION; INCREASING FREQUENCY OF SOME SERIOUS COLORECTAL DISEASES; ADVANCES IN ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR PREVENTION, DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT AND FOLLOW-UP OF COLORECTAL PATHOLOGIES, PARTICULARLY CRC; ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAMILIAL CRC REGISTER; AND RAISED PUBLIC CONCERNS AND EXPECTATIONS.

COLONOSCOPY IS A COMMON INVESTIGATION FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH SYMPTOMS SUGGESTIVE OF A RANGE OF COLORECTAL DISEASES; IT IS NOT SOLELY FOR THE DETECTION OF CRC. OTHER COLORECTAL PATHOLOGY CAN BE FATAL IF UNTREATED. UNFORTUNATELY, MANY BASIC NECESSARY RESOURCES, SUCH AS THE UPGRADING OF COLONOSCOPY FACILITIES, A SUITABLY TRAINED WORKFORCE AND NECESSARY SUPPORT SERVICES DID NOT KEEP PACE WITH INCREASING NEED.

IN RESPONSE TO THE DEFICIENCY, AND TO AVOID COSTLY OUTSOURCING TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR, MOST DHBs STARTED USING THE NATIONAL CLINICAL GUIDELINES AS NECESSARY REQUIREMENTS, OR ACCESS PROTOCOLS, (WITH AND WITHOUT LOCAL MODIFICATIONS) FOR COLONOSCOPY FROM ALL SOURCES, INCLUDING THOSE FROM PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS WITH SPECIALIST GASTROINTESTINAL TRAINING AND INTERESTS. THIS DEVELOPMENT RAISES THREE CONCERNS: (I) THE CLINICAL GUIDELINES WERE LARGELY BASED ON OVERSEAS DATA ABOUT THE POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE FOR THE DETECTION OF CRC; THEY DID NOT TAKE ACCOUNT OF THElikelihood of the presence of other serious colorectal diseases; (ii) in spite of their widespread use, their effectiveness has only been quantified in terms of DHB compliance rates with clinical categories of urgency of need; they have not been formally assessed in relation to clinical or economic outcomes; (iii) local modification can produce inequitable regional variability in access to colonoscopy and the impact on CRC mortality from restricted access has not been sufficiently evaluated. Therefore, the use of the clinical guidelines to restrict
access to colonoscopy was applied inappropriately and not adequately monitored for efficacy or harm.

Given the very high incidence, morbidity and mortality from CRC in New Zealand, the introduction of a national screening programme was essential and should have been pursued much sooner. Since the first reports on the feasibility of a population-based screening programme in 1998, concerns were raised repeatedly about the inadequacy of available resources and the need to increase endoscopy training in anticipation of the added clinical workload required for an effective programme. The pilot study of the screening programme started in 2012, with plenty of time to train sufficient staff for the national programme that was bound to eventuate in a country with such a high incidence of CRC. This did not happen. Significantly, the pilot programme had to undergo considerable modification before transforming into a slow regional roll out of a national programme among the country’s DHBs from 2017 onwards. Calculated compromises included reducing the sensitivity of the screening test and narrowing the age range for whom the test would be made available and an incapacity to include proposals for screening Māori and Pasifika 50–59 years of age. Furthermore, the screening programme is provided with a separate funding stream, which should ensure that its introduction does not interfere with the provision of other services, including surgery for the added load of cancers needing operations. Unfortunately, this is not being achieved and the considerable temptation to use screening resources to subsidise usual clinical care has become too evident.

Emerging evidence increasingly indicates that the predicted conflicts have occurred in some regions between access to colonoscopy for symptomatic cases versus access for screening purposes, as happened for example at the Southern DHB. Underlying causes for this conflict might include failure of the DHB ‘readiness assessment’, adjudged by the Ministry of Health, to adequately predict the requirements of the complex additional burden of screening, insufficient funding for screening to prevent interference with other clinical care, or failure of the Ministry of Health to implement the guidelines of the Health Quality and Safety Commission. Efforts have been applied by the New Zealand Society of Gastroenterology, among others, to attract the additional resources needed to expand workforce numbers, and in advocating for more financial and infra-structural support from government. Detailed workforce assessments using recognised international standards have shown there is longstanding under-reourcing of gastroenterology services nationally, with inadequate numbers of gastroenterologists, inequitably spread across the country. The result has been that some DHBs have traded-off colonoscopy availability for the investigation of symptomatic cases with the colonoscopy needs of population screening. This is harmful as both are essential, and they should not be required to compete in this way. To this situation has been added the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic, which has resulted in further rationing of endoscopy services. Recent management guidance from the Cancer Control Agency of the Ministry of Health has recommended that access to colonoscopy for the assessment of screen-positive patients should take precedence over access for many symptomatic patients except those graded in the urgent category. The recommendation was argued on the basis that colonoscopies for screening would detect more CRCs than in most patients with symptoms.

Prioritising colonoscopy for screen-positive patients rests on the assumption, which could only apply to those 60–74 years of age, that other patients with gastrointestinal diseases will receive greater access to colonoscopy than is warranted. However, screening should only be provided if sufficient resources are available to ensure it does not impinge on the assessment of symptomatic patients. It is unethical to do otherwise. The prevalence of CRC in symptomatic patients investigated by colonoscopy can be expected to be: at least 4%, higher in men than women, higher in those undergoing surveillance, and to vary considerably by region and age.

The incidence of cancer in women 60–64 years of age in New Zealand is about 127 per
100,000. The prevalence of CRC found by FIT screening is about twice the incidence rate. For a screening programme with a high FIT cut-off and 0.5% of participants positive on screening, the proportion of women 60–64 years of age referred for colonoscopy for whom CRC is found can be expected to be about \((2 \times 127)/(0.05 \times 100,000)=0.051\), or 5.1%. This is slightly higher than in Newcastle, Australia,\(^{25}\) and similar to the prevalence of CRC in symptomatic patients. In New Zealand, the risk of CRC for a man 75–79 years of age is about four times higher than that of a 60–64-year-old woman. Paradoxically, in a screening programme aiming to reduce CRC mortality, prioritisation of screen-positive women 60–64 years of age for colonoscopy over 75–79-year-old men with symptoms may result in sufficient delay in diagnosis to increase CRC mortality in the older age group. To avoid competition of resources with usual clinical care, the appropriate management is to limit the invitations to screening, thus controlling the demand for colonoscopy from screening, and to ensure adequate resources for the equitable availability of colonoscopy.

In summary, the workforce and other resources for colonoscopy have not kept up with need and many DHBs are inappropriately using clinical guidelines to restrict colonoscopy referrals from all sources. Resolution requires a rapid increase in the number of physicians, surgeons and nurses with an interest in gastroenterology, training in the practice of colonoscopy, as well as an increase in available endoscopy facilities and follow-up resources. The national bowel cancer screening programme has been insufficiently planned or resourced to meet the expected demand. As a result, competition for colonoscopy access between symptomatic and screening cases is occurring in some DHBs. Virtually all the problems with colonoscopy access are ultimately due to inadequate planning, training and resourcing. Despite more than 10 years knowing the considerable increase in gastroenterology workforce and resources required for screening, work to increase the staff resources has been too little, too late, and largely left to DHBs. The medical profession must call for sufficient funding to be put in place to effectively support both the symptomatic investigation and population CRC screening functions of colonoscopy services.
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